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Abstract
Use of mathematical modeling in mathematics education has been receiving significant attention as a way to develop students’ mathematical knowledge and skills. As effective use of modeling in classes depends on the competencies of teachers we need to know more about the nature of teachers’ knowledge to use modeling in mathematics education and how this knowledge evolves. The aim of this study is to investigate how teachers’ pedagogical knowledge to use modeling in the classroom is formed and modified through professional development activities based on lesson study cycle from modeling perspective. The professional development program reported in this study included five monthly cycles consisted of meeting before the implementation, implementation of the activity and a follow up meeting. The participants were four in-service mathematics teachers. Results showed that the program provided opportunities for teachers to test, revise, and refine their knowledge. More specifically, teachers generated effective strategies for proper implementation of the modeling activities in the classroom.
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Introduction
An increasing number of research studies in mathematics education have begun focusing on mathematical modeling as a way of developing mathematical ideas, knowledge and skills for students (Kaiser, Blomhøj, & Sriraman, 2006; Lesh, Kaput, & Hamilton, 2007; Sriraman & Lesh, 2006). Along with this attention, there has been a variety of ways that mathematical modeling has been utilized in education (Kaiser, 2006; Kaiser, Blomhøj, & Sriraman, 2006). While some educators conceptualize modeling as a new approach for learning, others embrace it as a way of expressing real-life situations in mathematical language. In the broadest sense, on the other hand, modeling is defined as a process of understanding phenomena and the relations in it with mathematical tools and bringing out the mathematical patterns in this situation (Verschaffel, Greer, & De Corte, 2002).

The effective use of mathematical modeling for educational purposes in classes depends on the competencies of teachers (Niss, Blum, & Galbraith, 2007). The quality of students’ mathematical experiences in classrooms depends on the quality of instruction, which, in turn, depends on teachers’ knowledge, skills, and attitudes (Darling-Hammond & Youngs, 2002; Sowder, 2007). Teachers, however, cannot teach mathematics in ways that they have never seen or experienced (Cohen & Ball, 1990). Thus, teachers should experience mathematical modeling themselves to implement it effectively in their classes. Moreover, professional development programs for teachers are known to be not very effective if opportunities for testing, revising, and refining of teachers’ practices are not provided (Schorr & Clark, 2003). In this sense, lesson study design, a professional development approach, presents opportunities for teachers to express, test, revise, refine, and extend their teaching practices to develop more effective forms of classroom teaching. In a lesson study, teachers express their teaching decisions with lesson plans and test it in a “research lesson.” In post-lesson reflection, they revise and refine their models with the analysis of student works (Lewis, 2002a, 2002b; Wang-Iverson & Yoshida, 2005). Through such a professional development approach, we need to know more about the nature of teachers’ knowledge to use modeling and how this knowledge evolves. General pedagogical knowledge is more concerned by teachers as an innovative pedagogical approach and being asked for direct help by teachers in order to use modeling in their classes (García & Ruiz-Higueras, 2011; Wake, 2011). From this point of view, the main goal of this study is to focus on documenting the evolution of teachers’ pedagogical knowledge under classroom organization and management domain through professional development activities based on lesson study cycle from the modeling perspective.
Modeling

According to Lingefjärd (2002), mathematical modeling is the process of mathematizing, interpreting, verifying, revising, and generalizing real-life situations or complex systems. From this point of view, processes seeking to establish any kind of link between real-life and mathematics could be related with mathematical modeling (Erbaş, Kertil, Çetinkaya, Çakiroğlu, Alacaci, & Baş, 2014). With this perspective, researchers have done studies on developing mathematical modeling skills of individuals in the domains of engineering, economics, business etc. (Crouch & Haines, 2004; Haines & Crouch, 2001; Houston, 2002; Izard, Haines, Crouch, & Neill, 2003; Jensen, 2007; Lingefjärd, 2000).

According to Lesh and Doerr (2003b), on the other hand, modeling is an approach where models are “conceptual systems (consisting of elements, relations, operations, and rules governing interactions) that are expressed using external notation systems, and that are used to construct, describe, or explain the behaviors of other system(s) perhaps so that the other system can be manipulated or predicted intelligently” (Lesh & Doerr, 2003a, p.10). The difference between the terms model and modeling is analogous to the difference between product and process. While modeling is a process of creating a model for a situation, a model is the product of this process (Lesh & Sriraman, 2005). Modeling includes the number of iterative cycles that students move through (Lesh & Doerr, 2003a). Generally, students go through the following steps: (a) using one’s own informal knowledge, understanding and simplifying the problem by interpreting the given information, (b) developing a model in which relationships among variables are decided, and hypotheses are constructed, (c) by analyzing the model, deciding if the system has a gap or if it satisfies the goals, (d) checking the model and reflecting on the solution from different perspectives, and restructuring the solution if needed to improve it (Lesh & Doerr, 2003a, 2003b). From this point of view, while referring to modeling activities in mathematics education, Lesh and Doerr (2003a) use the term “model eliciting” to embrace both the model and modeling processes. In fact, the tools used to promote students’ and teachers’ externalization of their thinking and conceptualization for problem situations are called as model-eliciting activities (MEAs) (Lesh, Cramer, Doerr, Post, & Zawojewski, 2003; Lesh & English, 2005; Lesh & Sriraman, 2005). In this sense, pedagogical purposes of the MEAs are to help students to create mathematical models of the real-life situations and to better understand the mathematical concepts that are embedded in the activity (Lesh & Sriraman, 2005). The main characteristics of MEAs are to give a chance to learners to develop a model for a real-life situation, to describe, revise, and refine students’ ideas, and to explain their conceptual systems (Lesh & Doerr, 2003a). These activities are designed for uncovering learners’ multiple ways of thinking while they are creating a model (Doerr, 2006). In this way, MEAs create an environment conducive to document their own thinking and learning (Lesh & Doerr, 2003a). Moreover, model eliciting activities enable learners to develop their communication skills, mathematical language, and conceptual understanding (Battye & Challis, 1997; English, 2003; English & Lesh, 2003; Lesh & Doerr, 2003a, 2003b).

According to Erbaş et al. (2016), modeling process provides a rich learning environment for both students and teachers. Working on modeling activities, students can produce various conceptual models depending on their thinking ways and, thus, develop a deeper understanding of concepts, as well as gradually gain mathematical process skills such as problem solving and reasoning. Furthermore, learners can develop positive attitudes towards mathematics as they see the daily life problems and applications of mathematics. As they might work in groups during the modeling process, they would be encouraged to express their thinking and ideas and learn from each other. For teachers, on the other hand, modeling activities serve as a non-traditional approach to teaching mathematics through real-life problem situations. As such activities require students to think and approach the problem situations in significantly different ways, teachers would have more opportunities to observe and reflect on how students think.

Model-eliciting activities are valuable tools for providing teachers an opportunity to see students’ ways of thinking and how this thinking develops (Doerr, 2006). Teachers’ decisions for teaching mathematics have mathematical as well as pedagogical components (Doerr & Lesh, 2003; Schorr & Lesh, 2003). Teachers’ decisions are constructed based on their teaching experiences and in the progress of teaching; they understand and interpret the situations with their patterns of teaching decisions (Lesh & Doerr, 2003a; Schorr & Clark 2003). Accordingly, the quality of their teaching is related to the quality of their teaching patterns (Schorr & Clark 2003). However, teachers themselves need to experience new ways of teaching in the modeling approach (Niss, Blum, & Galbraith, 2007). These learning environments are provided by the modeling activities for teachers (Clark & Lesh, 2003; Doerr & Lesh, 2003). Modeling activities for teachers are “thought-revealing activities” and are used to uncover teachers’ patterns of teaching decisions (Doerr & Lesh, 2003; Schorr & Lesh, 2003). For researchers, lesson plans allow for seeing the teachers’ teaching patterns, which are based on teaching and learning experiences of teachers, and that patterns describe the nature of teacher knowledge.
Lesson Study

Japanese lesson study, a professional development approach where teachers learn about teaching by developing, examining, and revising collectively, has become the focus of increasing attention in recent years (e.g., see Fernandez, 2002; Fernandez & Yoshida, 2004; Perry & Lewis, 2009; Wang-Iverson & Yoshida, 2005; Watanabe, 2002; Wilms, 2003). Lesson study typically has three parts; choosing and designing lessons on a particular topic and teaching the “research lesson” to students; discussing the lessons based on observations and other data from the conducted class; and revising the lesson plan based on these observations and discussions (Shimizu 2002; Yoshida 2002). The analysis of student work and the analysis of actual classroom instruction has a central role in the lesson study (Lewis, 2002b; Perry & Lewis, 2009). The opportunities provided to teachers by lesson study include developing knowledge and learning how to reason mathematically (Fernandez, 2005). Lesson study provides a fertile ground by enabling teachers to talk about topics like what problems to use in the lesson and what questions to ask students (Fernandez, 2005; Lewis 2002b). Additionally, this experience gives them a chance to think collectively about students’ thinking. (Fernandez, 2005; Lewis 2002b). Moreover, lesson study provides an opportunity to discuss unexpected events in the research lesson and ways of handling these situations (Fernandez, 2005; Lewis 2002b). Teachers discuss the data from the actual classroom after careful planning and it provides a temporal reflection in lesson studies (Fernandez, 2005). Lesson study’s contributions to instruction include (a) providing professional development (b) helping teachers to gain new approaches (c) spreading knowledge of content (d) connecting the practices to broader goals (e) giving a chance to discuss new visions and new pedagogical strategies (f) providing an opportunity to discuss competing visions (g) creating a fertile ground in order to discuss effective instruction and (h) helping teachers to understand students’ thinking (Fernandez, 2002; Lewis, 2002b; Lewis, Perry, & Murata, 2006; Shimizu, 2002; Wang-Iverson, & Yoshida, 2005; Watanabe, 2002). The last item in the list is about helping teachers to understand students’ thinking that “develop the eyes to see students”. In research lessons, teachers carefully observe students’ behaviors, learning and engagement and teachers have a chance to think more deeply about students’ thinking than daily classroom environment through careful analysis of student work (Lewis, 2002a).

Students’ Thinking

In the Principles and Standards for School Mathematics, National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) emphasizes that “effective teaching involves observing students, listening carefully to their ideas and explanations, having mathematical goals and using the information to make instructional decisions” (NCTM, 2000, p. 19). Teachers can analyze students’ work on their own. However, analyzing such information with a leader who has an advanced pedagogical (content) knowledge could lead a deeper understanding of students’ thinking and reasoning (Sowder, 2007). Furthermore, students’ written work can be used as a source to strengthen teacher knowledge, as a basis for developing instruction and an evidence of student learning (Little, 2004). The benefits of the teachers attending to students’ thinking include helping transition instruction from teacher centered to student centered, changing understandings of students from operational to conceptual, teachers selecting appropriate mathematical tasks and changing beliefs of teachers and students to more positive toward mathematics. Teachers who are trained to attend students’ thinking can integrate their knowledge in their teaching plans and contribute to the success of the students (Fennema, Franke, Carpenter, & Carey, 1993; Gearhart & Saxe, 2004; Schifter, Russell, & Bastable, 1999).

Teacher Knowledge

Teachers’ understanding of their students’ thinking help to develop their professional knowledge (Carpenter, Fennema & Franke, 1996). Three major categories of teacher knowledge are identified as subject matter, pedagogy, and general knowledge together with basic skills (Lanier & Little, 1986; Shulman, 1987). Assessments usually emphasize generic teaching skills, like classroom management and cultural awareness, but the content and pedagogical skills are generally kept in isolation from one another (Shulman, 1986). The concept of pedagogical knowledge has been described shortly in most discussions of Shulman’s (1987) model of teacher knowledge. Shulman (1987) described the category only as “general pedagogical knowledge, with special reference to those broad principles and strategies of classroom management and organization that appear
Aydogan Yenmez, Erbas, Alacaci, Cakiroglu & Cetinkaya to transcend subject matter” (p. 8). The complex nature and the sources of teachers’ pedagogical knowledge was investigated under three major areas; namely, classroom organization and management, instructional models and strategies, and classroom communication and discourse by Morine-Dershimer & Kent (1999). The varieties of sources that contribute to classroom organization and management are consistent with general principles of teacher behavior that promote student achievement (Brophy & Good, 1986; Evertson, Emmer, Sanford, & Clements, 1983; Evertson & Harris, 1992). Student achievement predictors are given such as “students learn more when teachers use time efficiently, implement group and instructional strategies with high levels of involvement, communicate rules and expectations clearly, and prevent problems by introducing a management system at the beginning and implement it consistently” (Morine-Dershimer & Kent, 1999, p. 25).

Method

The current study made use of a case study approach. As described by Creswell (2009), “case studies are a strategy of inquiry in which the researcher explores in depth a program, event, activity, process, or one or more individuals” (p. 13). As Gomm, Hammersley, and Foster (2000) suggested, the case can be any phenomenon involved in the bounded system being studies, which can be “a programme, a responsibility, a collection, a phenomenon or a population” (p. 23). The case in this study was the phenomenon that is teachers’ evolving knowledge through professional development activities based on lesson study cycle from the modeling perspective.

Participants and Context

The participants of the study were selected among the teachers who participated in a larger project. The participants of the in-service professional development project were 10 secondary mathematics teachers (6 female, 4 male) from two high schools in a metropolitan city in Turkey. The teachers, who participated in data collection, were selected from the parent study. There were two teachers from each school. The participating teachers (4) did not have former experience in using model eliciting activities and all were female.

Implementation Design

This research involved a cyclical professional development program. The process based on lesson study approach can be summarized in three phases: (i) meetings with teachers before the activities; (ii) implementing the model eliciting activity; and (iii) meeting after the implementation. Data collection phase of the study took five months, with one model eliciting task being used in each month.

Monthly Cyclical Process of Professional Development Program

The MEAs were selected according to the grade level the participating teachers are currently teaching, and based on the consultation meetings with teachers. Teachers were asked to prepare a teaching plan and propose suggestions for the MEA that were to be used.

Meeting before the Implementation of the Model Eliciting Activity

Teachers brought their teaching plans for the meeting (lasted about two hours) regarding the model eliciting activity to be implemented and developed their lesson plan ideas. In this process, each teacher developed her own teaching plan. Before the meeting, teachers were provided with a particular format of the lesson plan. During the meeting, teachers presented their suggestions for MEA; afterwards, the teachers assessed and evaluated model eliciting activity from students’ point of view (e.g., how students could create models and teachers from the perspective of embedded mathematical concepts and prerequisite knowledge). During the discussions for each heading, teachers developed a joint teaching plan for the model eliciting activity. The teachers, who were going to actually implement the MEA in her classroom, wrote down group resolution based on the questions of the lesson plan format. Individual teaching plans were collected; and the audio-visual records of the meetings were kept for future analysis.
Implementation of the Model Eliciting Activity

Following the first meeting, two teachers from each school used the model eliciting activity. Interviews were done with teachers, who would actually use the model-eliciting activities, before and after the implementation. Implementations generally took two-course periods (i.e., 90 minutes) and continued during the breaks. During the implementation of model-eliciting activities, students worked in groups. Groups made posters and presented their solutions to the class. Teachers observed their students during the group work, and took notes (including their thoughts) and referred to those notes during the interviews after implementation. During the implementation, fellow teachers were invited to attend classes to observe. At the end of the classroom activity, students’ reports were copied and distributed to all teachers. Teachers evaluated the solutions of students. Interviews after the implementation were recorded, and they were used in third week’s meeting as a tool of discussion. Teachers were also observed by researchers, based on their interactions with students. In addition, researchers noted down some conversations and other noteworthy evidence related to the focus of their observations. Audio-visual records were collected for future analysis.

The Meeting after the Implementation of the Model Eliciting Activity

Teachers brought their observation notes for model eliciting activity and students’ solution papers to the third week meeting which lasted about two hours. This meeting aimed to enable teachers to evaluate what they had assumed prior to the implementation in the light of the implementations with teachers. Teachers tended to revise what they had thought based on the observations notes, which were taken during the model eliciting activity, and solution papers of students. After discussions, teachers proposed a common ‘student-thinking’ template, which included the errors and solutions of students. During discussions, the facilitator asked the following questions; how did the student groups attempt to solve the questions and what errors did they make in the solution process? What teachers discussed varied in terms of solutions and errors. The main purpose of creating ‘student-thinking’ template was to support teachers to develop new ways to reveal students’ mathematical thinking in model-eliciting activity. After the activity, teachers reviewed the individual teaching plans that they had made before the implementation. Teachers reviewed each part of the teaching plan and changed some according to the assumptions of the first week including thoughts on the implementation; observations during the implementation; and, discussions with other teachers. For further analysis, audio-visual records were collected for the session.

Data Collection

Data were collected within a five-month intervention period in order to address the research question. Data included audio-visual materials of meetings; field notes; teaching plans; semi-structured interviews with teachers before and after each implementation; and observation notes of researchers on teachers’ interaction during model eliciting activity in class and discussions for students’ solution papers.

Data Analysis

Data analysis was an ongoing process comprising during and after the data collection. Analysis during data collection included the very first and the last days of the meetings with teachers. Analyses were carried out after data collection; and it was approached from both within-case and cross-case perspectives. With-in case approach was used with data from each teacher. The cross-case analysis was based on the results of within-case analyses. Each case was also supported by comparison analysis, which was used for theming among teachers. First, records of the pre-post meetings and interviews were transcribed. Then, each transcript, teaching plan, observation and field notes were arranged according to each teacher’s classroom organization and management aspect of pedagogical knowledge. In the conceptualization process of the study, researchers referred to the themes about classroom organization and management domain components (i.e., class setting; introducing the implementation; providing and understanding of the MEA and to warm-up the MEA; organizing the presentations of the solutions; ending the implementation) separately for each case; and the themes were compared. All the data were coded separately by two of the researchers. As a result, inter-rater consistency between two different coders was found to be 92%. Afterwards, based on the discussions, researchers agreed on the rest of the themes.
Findings

Based on cross-case analyses, the evolving knowledge of teachers throughout the study was described under the sub-categories of knowledge of classroom organization and management.

Class Setting

In order to get insight into the evolution of teachers’ knowledge of classroom setting in modeling activities, a cross-case analysis of data was conducted in order to seek the similarities and differences among the cases. In their first implementations, teachers tried to shape the group structure by assigning high-achiever students to each group since they thought that these students might have helped produce effective solution approaches. In addition, teachers tried to combine the introvert and extrovert students in the hopes that the group could express their solutions more clearly. However, in latter implementations, teachers decided that students could select their own groups as they thought that “when students construct the groups they feel more like a group and they pay more attention to communication and cooperation”. Moreover, small group size of three or four students was preferred by all teachers, because in large groups they could not observe students in sufficient detail and the groups did not work effectively. Besides, teachers believed that groups should include both boys and girls. Teachers wanted this structure because boys and girls had different characteristics and experiences which could add to the quality of solution process. A comparison of each case’s evolving knowledge on class setting is given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Representative teacher statement based on class setting structure and its reasons</th>
<th>Teachers’</th>
<th>Figen</th>
<th>Rezzan</th>
<th>Semra</th>
<th>Melda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Students who express themselves well (who have verbal ability-language ability) will be distributed to the groups so that students could express their solutions more clearly” “[…]groups may be constructed by mixing the different traits like more introvert and extrovert students so that students could express their solutions more clearly.”</td>
<td></td>
<td>1, 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Students who have good scores in math exams will be distributed to each group since they may have produced different approaches […]”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“[…] Students should create the groups their own since the students characteristics are very different when it is compared with the traditional class times and MEAs solution process […]” […] groups should be constructed by students when students construct the groups they feel more that they are group and they pay attention mostly on communication, cooperation…e.g., […]” “[…] it is meaningless for a teacher to construct the groups because it is different process students has not the same characteristics with the traditional class times.”</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“[…] number of the students in the group should be three or four since group will work cooperatively and I (teacher) can control the groups’ solution process more in detail.”</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“[…] mixed groups with boys and girls should be constructed since boys and girls have different experiences in their real life and this experiences had important impacts on the modeling questions […]”</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 5</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The numbers 1 through 5 indicate that the related theme was observed in the MEA implementation at least once, while “1” refers to the implementation of the first MEA, “5” refers to the implementation of the fifth MEA throughout the study.

The following excerpts were taken from conversations among the teachers in the meeting before the third implementation (Pseudonyms were used for the study’s participants and other teachers who participated in a larger project were specified as teacher A, teacher B, etc. in the excerpts).

Figen: In this implementation [Summer Job], I let the students form their groups, before [in the first and second implementation] I tried to combine the introvert and extrovert students in order to help the groups to express themselves well, but I saw that the characteristics of the students were very different in these implementations and in our classes. I remember Salih. He usually did not talk during regular lessons, did not participate in the lessons. However, in the implementation, he took the leader role in the group, in the presentation he defended the group, it was really surprising.
Teacher A: Students behave differently in the group work, students who you would say would not work, would participate in the group work actively.

Rezzan: But I am not sure that if we did not assign high achiever students [students who have good grades in the math exams] to the groups, some groups may not be able to solve and then they feel bad.

Teacher B: I did not assign high achiever students and all groups reached a result, okay some of them [groups] reached more complicated results but it did not seem to be related to the success in regular exams.

Teacher A: All of our students were successful so we did not need to distribute the high achiever ones.

Rezzan: Yes, I observed this in my class also. For example, Yesim thought very differently and explained and supported her ideas in the presentations, I heard this student’s voice for the first time and she had not gotten good grades in the exams… I think the appropriate strategy may be to not interfere the group structure, and let it be formed by the students.

This excerpt exemplified that the teachers’ group structure strategies changed from actively assigning students to groups such as assigning high achiever students and combining introvert and extrovert students; to let the students select the groups’ themselves.

**Introducing the Implementation**

Results showed that the ways teachers introduced the model eliciting activities that described the process of implementation before the students began to solve the MEAs changed in the cyclic process of the study. In the first implementation, teachers stated that they did not know how to introduce the task and during the implementations they only distributed the problem to the groups, wanted them to solve the problem, and added they were going to make a presentation. However, after the first implementation all teachers stated that the directions regarding the process of the activity should be given in detail like “First, individually read the question for 5 minutes then work with the group to the end of the first lesson, after finishing the solution process prepare the poster papers and presentations will take place in the second lesson.”

Moreover, participants indicated that expectations from the group work could be explained to the students like “listen to each other, share, and work collaboratively, discuss, analyze and establish the group solution.” The reason was given as students were not accustomed to the group work. It was added that this explanation could be made especially to the classes where such activities were to take place for the first time. Each case’s evolving knowledge on introducing the implementation was compared in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th align="left">Representative teacher statement based on introducing the implementation strategy and its reasons</th>
<th>Figen</th>
<th>Rezzan</th>
<th>Semra</th>
<th>Melda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td align="left">After the groups were constructed, the question was distributed and students were asked to solve the question and after the solution process, they were going to make presentation (during implementation).</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align="left">“… The process and its time should be given in detailed like first individually read the question for 5 minutes then work with the group to the end of the first lesson, after finishing the solution process prepare the poster papers and presentations will take place in the second lesson […]”</td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align="left">“How can be the group work could be explained to the students? Since they are not accustomed to the group work, like listen to each other, share, collaboratively work, discuss, analyze and establish the group solution. This explanation could be made especially to the classes where these implementations are done for the first time […]”</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The numbers 1 through 5 indicate that the related theme was observed in the MEA implementation at least once, while “1” refers to the implementation of the first MEA, “5” refers to the implementation of the fifth MEA throughout the study.

The excerpts below were taken from the records of teachers in the meeting before and after the implementations. They show the ways of explaining the process become better articulated based on their observations and the discussions with colleagues.
Semra: I think it should be explained step by step what they are going to do, since they are not accustomed they thought that they could solve in five or ten minutes, so it will be good to give the process and the times so students can know what are expected from them and how much time they will have.

Teacher F: All students were accustomed to the multiple choice questions so they are accustomed to think that the solution takes 5 minutes at maximum and they can solve individually.

Melda: So we [teachers] should express that we want them first to read the question and find ways of solution individually then work in group and then make presentation and should take their times in order to organize themselves.

Excerpts showed that teachers’ explaining the process changed from explaining the process roughly; to explaining the process in detail with the times attached to each step based on the observations in the implementations and with the discussions with colleagues during meetings.

Providing and Understanding of the MEA and to Warm up the MEA

Analysis of data showed that teachers’ conception of how to introduce MEA changed during the process of study. In the first implementation, teachers stated that they did not know how to introduce the activity. They were concerned that too much direction may limit students’ creativity to attack the problem. However, in the latter implementations, teachers developed the idea of introducing the context of the problems to the students by giving an example close to the MEA’s context and explained to the students’ actual task based on this example. Teachers indicated that the questions about the MEA [What is asked? What are the givens?] and encouraging the use of concrete models [water bottle covers in “pack them in” problem and three dimensional figures like conics, cylinder and water for the “water tank” question] help students to warm-up and understand the MEA. Besides, other teachers added that if the concrete models were not appropriate then the simulations and other real life examples could be used to help students. The following excerpts were taken from the meetings before the second and third implementations.

Rezzan: We [teachers] can give an example like when they see the parking spaces in front of their home and in the markets, how we can benefit from these areas and how we can place maximum number of cars, now you have a chance to think deeper, I see that students need to consider these kinds of examples in order to start with more enthusiasm.

Teacher A: We can also ask them to think about our school parking spaces, it will motivate them. Figen: Or we [teachers] can say that you have a parking space and do you want to create maximum parking space, by this way I think we [teachers] can focus on what they are asked to do.

…

Semra: I see that in order to prevent time consuming misunderstandings of the problem, we [teachers] should ask questions so that we have a chance to see if they understood the task.

Teachers E: We can ask what they are going to do. What are the givens?

Melda: What is your task?, We should also explain the unclear parts in order to help eliminate the uncertainty, for example in here we can explain the part time and full time workers so that we can prevent the misunderstandings.

As seen in these excerpts that one of the component of providing an understanding of the MEA and to warm up the MEA strategy which was introducing the context of the problem to the students by giving an example close to the MEA’ context and explained students’ actual task again on this sample problem were changed from not warming up period; to giving an example close to the MEA’s context and explained students’ actual task again on this example question. Moreover, the other component of providing an understanding of the MEA and to warm up to the MEA strategy [What is your task? What are givens?], were changed from not querying the students’ understanding of the MEA; to asking questions on MEA and facilitating understanding based on the observations in the implementations and discussions with colleagues.

Organizing the Presentations of the Solutions (groups’ order, groups’ presentation process)

Another dimension that we noticed a change in teachers’ conceptions was their way of organizing the presentations of the solutions which included groups’ presentation orders and the presentation process after the students solve the MEAs. In the first implementation, the organization of the presentation was not clear for all
teachers, they stated that the groups’ presentation order could be arbitrary or only the groups who used different approaches might be picked up for the presentation in order to “show the different approaches to all groups.” It was also indicated by the teachers that a delegate could present the group’s solution. However, in the latter implementations, they came up with different strategies. All teachers denoted that each group should present their approaches since “they spent so much time on the solution and they need to express themselves but if the time is limited then the groups who have different approaches can be chosen for the presentation in order to share the different ideas.” The presentation order that was preferred by all the teachers in the last implementations was from simpler approaches to more sophisticated ones. This was explained, “if a more systematic approach is presented first, then the other groups may not want to present” by one teacher as “they are complementing each other and have time to discuss the different ideas and new approaches” by three teachers. Other presentation orders that were indicated; if there was not a difference like basic and systematic or one strategy and two or more strategies, then groups could make their presentation in the order requested by the teacher. Moreover, all teachers indicated that each group member should be involved in the presentations; in order to give a chance to defend their individual ideas and to defend groups’ solution. Additionally, all teachers also indicated that group interaction was important for creating a discussion in order to give opportunities for students to compare and select the ideas and approaches. Teachers stated that teacher should encourage groups to ask questions and teacher should ask questions and play a dynamic role in the discussion. Furthermore, it was denoted that incomplete and incorrect solutions should be reflected upon to help groups to see these deficiencies. Each case’s evolving knowledge on organizing the presentations of the solutions was compared in Table 3.

Table 3. Case ratings of organizing the presentations themes for all implementations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Representative teacher statements based on Organizing the Presentations strategy and its reasons</th>
<th>Figen</th>
<th>Rezzan</th>
<th>Semra</th>
<th>Melda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“The groups’ presentation order could be based on their wishes […]”</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“[…] Only the groups who use different approaches may be picked up for the presentation in order to show the different approaches to all groups and the delegate can present the group solution.”</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
<td>2, 3, 4</td>
<td>2, 3, 4</td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“[…] If the time is limited then the groups’ who has different approaches could be chosen for the presentation in order to share the different ideas […]”</td>
<td>3, 4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The presentations should take place from simple approaches to the systematic ones since if the systematic approach is presented first then the other groups do not want to present […]”</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The presentations should take place from simple approaches to the systematic ones since “they were completing each other and have a time to discuss the different ideas added approaches […]”</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 5</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“[…] If there is not a difference in the results like basic and systematic or one strategy and two or more strategy then each group can make their presentation in the order of request.”</td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 5</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“[…] Each group member should take place in the presentations in order to give a chance to defend their individual ideas and to defend groups’ solution.”</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“[…] Group interaction is important for creating a discussion as opportunities for students to compare and select the ideas and approaches […], so we (teachers) should encourage groups to ask questions and also we should ask questions […]”</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“[…] When the groups finish their presentations, the teacher or the other groups can give reflections on their errors and missing parts of the solutions […] it is appropriate to correct at that time […] groups have opportunities to learn in this reflections.”</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following excerpts that were from the meetings after the second and third implementations exemplify the changes in teachers’ strategies for organizing the presentations.

Figen: I observed that when only the group representative comes to the board and present the group solution, it was not effective since some of the group members also indicated that they thought different than the group so each group member should be in front of the board while the representative was presenting the group solution.
Rezzan: Yes, also when we [teacher] and other groups ask questions based on their approach at that time only the representative tries to explain but it is not good because other members should also have a chance of defending the group solution.

Teacher A: Time is used better when all group members defend their approach.

Semra: In my implementations, I always had limited time for the presentations so I used to not let groups ask questions since their discussions take considerable time. However, I later realized that it is important to ask questions and discuss since when they ask questions they may see different points of views that I could not realize beforehand and there would a good discussion.

Melda: I let the groups ask questions to each other after the group finished their presentation, students asked really good questions to clarify groups’ approach and found out if any, wrong or the missing parts. So, according to me the group interaction was important for sharing ideas.

Teacher F: All groups spend so much time to find solutions and they can see the missing parts of the solutions easily since they might have thought about the same approach but given up or they might have never thought about that approach and ask questions about it.

Melda: Yes, I agree with you, they can ask very good questions.

Excerpts displayed one of the components of how teachers organized the classroom setting during MEAs that is the presentations of the MEA solutions. Data showed that teachers thought each group member should play a role in the presentations in order to give a chance to defend their individual ideas and groups’ solutions. This was a change from having the presentation made by the delegates to making the presentation with entire group members. Moreover, the other component was about group interaction for creating a discussion in class. This would give opportunities for students to compare ideas and approaches.

Ending the Implementation

Data analysis of this study revealed that the teachers’ ways of ending the implementation to conclude the lesson changed from the first implementations of the study to the last. In earlier implementations, all teachers commented that the teacher could explain the result of the MEA based on the solution approaches emerged. However, in latter implementations, these ideas changed. All teachers stated that the main mathematical concepts involved in the task, should be summarized and students should be questioned about where to use and how to use the mathematical models they produced. Teachers thought that this would help for long term learning and students would have more positive approaches to math since “they see their model usage in different situations in real life”. Furthermore, teachers indicated that the approaches that could not be figured out by the students could be explained in order to help them see different points of views and the approaches which were thought but not improved much in the solution process could be given as homework. This would help to direct students to think more on the problem beyond the actual lesson for considering alternative approaches.

The following excerpts that were taken from the meeting before the fourth implementation exemplify the components of teachers’ strategies for ending the MEA that were summarizing the main mathematical concepts and asking the students where to use their mathematical models in similar situations. Moreover, Other components of ending the implementation strategy that was assigning homework for the approaches that was thought about but not implemented was also mentioned.

Figgen: The concept of change should be explained here [water tank] students should understand the height changes based on the water in the tank.

Teacher A: They learned increasing graphs, we [teachers] can also ask the decreasing graphs as homework.

Rezzan: We [teachers] can ask them to draw the graphs while the tanks are releasing water rather than filling.

Figgen: By this way, they will learn the concept of change more permanently.

Teacher B: It is also same for us [teachers]. We can give this problem while we are teaching the concept of change.
Melda: We [teachers] can want students to re-consider their solution. For example, in the summer job one of the groups attempted to use standard deviation but did not complete this approach and gave up but then I wanted them to solve this problem using this approach for homework and I am looking forward to seeing their solution.

Teacher F: When students tried to solve this problem using different points of views, they began to see that math is not a stack of formulas.

Semra: Contrary to conventional, students began to look more positively towards math because they have a chance to see the feasible areas for the situation in the problem; it is a good idea to give the incomplete approaches for homework.

Findings showed that unusual pedagogical approaches on the implementation of the modeling activities were initially not so easy for teachers. It was especially difficult for the teachers to change the application of class setting. Furthermore, the strategies on organizing the presentations of the solutions sub-category formed in a longer period than other sub-categories. Development of the process was more detailed since after each implementation different proposals on strategies were discussed. However, looking through the more general frame, findings indicated that pedagogically more powerful strategies were generated by the teachers during the implementations through reflections with their colleagues. These strategies became more conceptually grounded as rationales for the strategy became articulated, as teachers modified and adapted particular strategies across a range of contexts and problem situations during the implementations.

Discussion and Conclusion

The current study investigated the evolution of teachers’ pedagogical knowledge on the classroom organization and management during model-eliciting activities. Findings showed that unusual pedagogical approaches on the implementation of the modeling activities were initially not so easy for teachers. In other studies, this result is also mentioned as a concern and also being asked for direct help by teachers in order to use modeling in their classes (García & Ruiz-Higueras, 2011; Wake, 2011). However, professional development activities in this study gave teachers a chance; (i) to form and develop alternative teaching strategies by creating a framework for planning, enacting, reflecting through integrating their knowledge and experiences; (ii) to engage in multiple cycles of testing and revising those ways of thinking in particular contexts for specific goals and sharing their ideas with colleagues for replication and reuse in multiple problem contexts; (iii) to implement broad spectrum of MEAs covering various topics, contexts and cognitive levels in their classes; (iv) to listen and discuss students’ ways of thinking, and to understand students’ emerging questions. This learning environment provides crucial contributions to teachers’ pedagogical knowledge on teaching mathematics.

From early to latter implementations, teachers’ strategies for managing class setting changed towards letting small groups to be formed by students themselves and towards forming mixed groups. These pedagogical strategy components were supported by the previous studies (Bracke & Geiger, 2011; Galbraith & Clatworthy, 1990; Ikeda & Stephens, 2001; Lesh & Yoon, 2004). Lesh and Yoon (2004) stated that using small groups with three or four students in the implementation of mathematical modeling activities give chance to learners in order to develop, describe, explain, manipulate the model and control important conceptual systems and also offered by Bracke and Geiger (2011) that modeling teams should consist of three to four students. Besides, a variety of studies have shown that working in small groups, support the development of modeling competencies (e.g., Galbraith & Clatworthy, 1990; Ikeda & Stephens, 2001). Moreover, mixed group structure was emphasized by Biccard and Wessels (2011) that “students should also be exposed to a broader range of peers in their groups. This will allow for a wider scaffold for interaction, communication and reflection between the group members. This interaction and reflection will support the development of many cognitive and meta-cognitive processes and competencies” (p. 382).

Findings indicated that pedagogical strategy on introducing the implementation (i.e., mentioning about the activity process and its timing) to the students should be given in detail in order to help groups to organize their work; talk on effective group work’s properties especially for students who were not accustomed to the group work in order to increase its effectiveness were generated by the teachers. Similar strategies reported by previous studies (García & Ruiz-Higueras, 2011; Ferri, 2011; Wake, 2011). García and Ruiz-Higueras (2011) reported that a possible didactic technique in order to introduce the process for the teachers is to explain briefly the procedure like “at the end, you will produce a poster with your solution and present it” (p. 573). Besides, the explanations based on effective group work were emphasized by Ferri (2011) and Wake (2011) who reported that students have to learn how to describe their thinking and how to share them with others in the group in the modeling cycle.
Data revealed that teachers’ pedagogical strategies changed regarding providing an understanding of the MEA and to warm up to the MEA. The change was towards introducing the context of the problem to the students by giving an example similar to the MEA’s context and explaining students’ actual task again based on this example question; the questions about the MEA [ What is your task? What are givens?] and encouraging the use of concrete models. If the concrete models are not appropriate, then the simulations and other real life examples could be used in order to help students to warm-up and understand the MEA. Similarly, giving an example close to the MEA’s context was emphasized by Lesh and Doerr (2003a). They stated that students can become familiar with the situations of the case by reading the newspaper articles on MEA’s context or talking on similar situations from real life. Doerr and Lesh (2011) reported that teacher’s use of a physical model to demonstrate the relationship of the real life situation, as a particular “pedagogical strategy (or procedure),” for engaging the students with the task at hand. In the project DISUM [“Didactical intervention modes for mathematics teaching oriented towards self-regulation and directed by tasks”; see Blum and Leiß (2008) for a description of this project], teachers asked students to read the text precisely, imagine the situation clearly, think about what is required from them and make a sketch for understanding the task (Blum, 2011).

The results showed that teachers generated pedagogical strategy on organizing the presentations of the solutions. It was agreed by teachers that all student-groups should present their work since they spend so much time and they need to express themselves, but if the time is limited then the groups who have different approaches could be chosen for the presentation in order to share different ideas. Strategy on groups’ order was; presentations should take place from simpler approaches to more sophisticated ones since by these way approaches completing each other and have a time to discuss the different ideas, added approaches; if there was not a difference like basic and systematic or one strategy and two or more strategies then each group could make their presentation in the order of request. Groups’ presentation process was decided to be as each group member should take place in the presentations in order to give a chance to defend their individual ideas and to defend groups’ solution. Also, it was decided that group interaction was important for creating a discussion in order to give opportunities for students to compare the ideas and approaches, which meet the needs of the question so the teacher should encourage groups to ask questions and take a dynamic role in the discussion. Moreover, other agreed idea was that reflections should be given on incomplete or incorrect parts of the approaches. Similar pedagogical strategy components were observed in previous studies (Blum, 2011; Doerr & Lesh, 2011; Lesh & Doerr, 2003a; Mousoulides, Sriraman, & Christou, 2007). Likely, Doerr and Lesh (2011) support the finding as they reported that

When students work through the kinds of model development sequences, most often the process produces a diversity of ideas. From the teachers’ perspective, encouraging a diversity of ideas will “make for good discussion” and discussing students’ solutions to modeling tasks is a useful heuristic (or procedure). The underlying rationales for such discussion become visible as teachers use these discussions as opportunities for students to sort, select, and compare ideas (p. 262).

In addition, Mousoulides, Sriraman and Christou (2007) and Lesh and Doerr (2003a) state that, in the presentations, communication should take part and all groups need to describe their thinking and the teacher should be the dynamic domain of groups’ interaction. Moreover, the reflection component of the pedagogical strategy is supported by Blum (2011) who reports that it is important to give retrospective reflections after the students’ presentations in order to help them understand their weaknesses or strengths.

Data indicated that one of the pedagogical strategies on ending the implementation was to ask students to summarize the main mathematical concepts involved in the situation and to explain possible situations for using their mathematical models. Also, teachers agreed that the approaches, which could not be thought by the students in order to give different points of views, should be explained to students. Moreover, the approaches which were thought but not improved in the solution process in order to direct students to think more on the question out of the school for producing more appropriate approaches should be assigned as a homework. Similar components of the pedagogical strategy were reported as a possible didactic technique that teachers can summarize the big ideas embedded in the MEA and teacher can make the students use their models in similar situations since the solution of the activity should be simple but significant and provides useful prototypes for interpreting analogous situations by Garcia and Ruiz-Higueras (2011) and Lesh and Doerr (2003a).

Conclusions

Based on the findings of this study, it can be concluded that the professional development activities using lesson study cycle from the modeling perspective would have a positive contribution on teachers’ development of pedagogical knowledge. Teachers’ patterns of teaching decisions include strategies that provide guidance for
acting in the classroom. Teachers’ decisions should be grounded in rationales and interpretations of a diversity of approaches since one cannot generally decide the appropriate action without specifying the necessary variation in advance. Teachers’ patterns of teaching decisions should include ways of engaging students in expressing their own thinking, abilities to plan, highlighting underlying mathematical concepts and the relations between them and prompting students to make connections between diverse ideas and productive use of them. Nevertheless, teachers need the ability to recognize productive approaches versus less useful approaches, to engage the students in specifying what sorts of ideas are more useful than those that are less useful in advance, and to support students to make connections between diverse ideas. Pedagogical strategies, refined through experimentation in practice and by discussing among teachers as the strategies are shared in different problem situations. Moreover, strategies that are specific responses to problem situations shift from being simply local procedures to becoming conceptually grounded as rationales are structured and as modified for different problem context by teachers for responding to the tasks of teaching. However, teachers need learning environments in order to refine their pedagogical strategies. This study is expected to contribute the research field through providing such a learning environment that is supported with the professional development activities using lesson study cycle from the modeling perspective.
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